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The development of Network applications experiences stages from static web page,
dynamic web page to mobile platform. Although the changes of the technology improve users’
experience, it also makes the current frameworks meet bottlenecks in aspect of performance and
scalability when they combine with mobile Internet, distributed applications and cloud
computing. Therefore, in order to adapt to the trend of future technology, improve the
development efficiency and reduce the redundant work, it will be necessary to design a series of
solutions, which satisfy the new characteristics of new network technology and versatility of
network development, based on the excellent network development framework and the
characteristics of the future networks.
On this background, according to the deeply learning about the REST thoughts, this
dissertation will show from role settings, logical abstracts and system architecture three aspects
to make conclusion, assumption, demonstration and innovations. It will raise a series of “uniform
interface model” and make demonstration about operation principle inside， key mechanism,
innovative points and scopes. Next, this dissertation will optimized propose the solutions aimed
to the characteristics of the “uniform interface model”, from the aspect of security, performance,
arrangement, and extensions. It will take some specific examples like file uploads, network
events and SEO, proposed the specific solutions in case of “uniform interface model” and
combined with the latest technology.
This dissertation will take a real project, which has been achieved “uniform interface
model”, to demonstrate the specific design details, work principles and development process. It
states more about its superiority in team cooperation, user experience, high expandability, and
high scalability. In the final, it will make a test assed about the software’s strengths and
limitations by using the software engineering methods.
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